CAMGEW MICRO CREDIT SCHEME ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2017
INTRODUCTION
In 2015, CAMGEW got a project with the support of Foundation Open Hand- Swiss hand, Switzerland, with
its main objective being poverty reduction by enabling hundreds of poor women to carry out micro
enterprises through provision of credit, investment consulting and entrepreneurial training. This scheme
promotes self-help for steady income generation. The main tools used for reaching this objective are microcredits given out to women coupled with basic business training and business development advice. This
micro-credit scheme targets active poor women or individual members of a solidarity group, who like to
start, build up or develop micro enterprises as their main occupation. The geographical area is Oku and
Noni, Bui Division, North West Region, Cameroon.

ACTIVITIES CRRIED OUT BY THE SCHEME
1. SENSITIZATION
Since April 2015 that CAMGEW started the women micro credit scheme, she has never stopped to
sensitized women about the program. Oku is a vast community with so many quarters and with a
difficult topography. Other areas of OKU are not able to receive the radio and are mostly behind when it
comes to getting information. Thus it requires continuous sensitization as CAMGEW wish to reach many
poor peasant women as possible in the fight against poverty. CAMGEW believes that community
development start from the family and that women being bread winners in families should be encourage
doing business as a source of employment and income generating activity alongside their agriculture.
The main objective of CAMGEW is to change lives of women and creating awareness and encouraging
the women to engage themselves in business will achieve the dream of CAMGEW. We meet women in
market places and even dead celebration, churches and we talk about the program to them and also
encourage them to work hard through the credit scheme to move their families out of poverty. CAMGEW
equally encourage women who have benefited from the program to also sensitize other women to
benefit in order to breach the gap between the rich and poor in the community.
2. DAILY RUNNING OF THE MICRO CREDIT SCHEME. DAILY RUNNING OF THE OFFICE
In other to keep the program functioning, CAMGEW since 2015 have keep encouraging women to save
for their future needs and to extend their businesses through their savings. Each day CAMGEW staff in
the women’s department collect savings from our beneficiaries, bike riders who are saving with
CAMGEW, other civil servants who wish to save with CAMGEW and any other person who wants to open
an account. We equally disburse the savings to the clients when they come for withdrawals of their
savings when need be. CAMGEW work with peasant women who did not attend a certain level of
education. These women when applying cannot fill their application forms themselves and the staff does
it for the women. With many beneficiaries from CAMGEW credit scheme, loan collection is almost a daily
activity as women come to pay their loans as schedule after disbursement. Sensitization is also a daily
activity as women come to receive information about the program. Other CAMGEW financial activity to a
certain level is being managed by Promic staff.
3. MICRO BUSINESS TRAINING
The main activity which CAMGEW appreciate doing much is the business training she gives the women.
CAMGEW trains women how to manage micro businesses do to the many challenges which micro
businesses do have. Since April 2015 CAMGEW has been training women on monthly bases ranging from
15 to about 35 per month. In 2015 CAMGEW trained 186women in Oku and in 2016 CAMGEW trained
223women in Oku on business management. CAMGEW in 2017 have been able to train 260women.
CAMGEW consider the training the most essential part of the program do to the fact that some women
after receiving the training do not take the loan but says that their problem was not the money the fact
that they could not manage the little they have. They end up appreciating CAMGEW for the training they
have received. CAMGGEW in 2017 have organized 12 trainings for women where they share their
business experiences amongst themselves. CAMGEW does her training following the training manual
with the following information,
 Steps in becoming a successful entrepreneur. (business and family)









Micro businesses. (advantages of micro businesses, the satisfaction of starting small and growing
big)
How to prepare a simple business plan-financial plan
Sources of business funding.
Venturing into business. Before you venture into business find out. (workshop sessions in groups.
Saving. What is savings? Why should we save? When should we save? What are the various forms
of savings? Who should save? Uses of savings.
Loan management. What is a loan? When should we borrow? Where can we borrow from?
CAMGEW loan conditions and management.
Record keeping.

Microcredit scheme training
During trainings women share their successes recorded after taking the loan. Here are some of the
successes recorded by CAMGEW women after receiving training and loan from CAMGEW.
TANJONG GLORY said she has been able to be saving for the future thanks to CAMGEW savings scheme. She
had no money to be registered under credit union because membership there is high but CAMGEW savings
scheme help her to buy seeds for her farm and equally paid her child’s fee in school. The training help her to
be able to know the importance of saving for unforeseen and to extend her business. She also shared that
the loan made her have peace in her life for ones. She stops begging from her husband and her husband
could stop insults of being a beggar on her. She thanks CAMGEW for the initiative in Oku community.
KETU GOODNESS said the loan help her to invest in capital project. She work hard and bough a motor bike
for the family and her husband now has employed himself by riding the motor bike. She said this CAMGEW
money is blessed because when she took the loan anything they were doing was successful. She expresses
her joy of belonging to the scheme. To her every peasant woman should not cry of much poverty if she
actually wants to grow. She call on Oku women to hold the program very well because beliefs the riches of
an Oku woman in the program.

For the community of MBOKENGHAS area, the leaders LANGJI JOY thank CAMGEW first for the training. To
her the training is the most important thing because there are women amongst them who had bad
reputation in the community as far as money is concern but she sees that the training has change them
following the way they paid the first and the second loans. Secondly, she said the loan has improved greatly
their living conditions as they are able to cultivate their Irish potatoes with manure making the harvest
great. They are not more the same.
Another person NEAH MARY NDIFON said she feels that her life will never be the same since she join this
scheme. The loan has helped her to provide basic needs of her family and equally feel belonging in the
society. She can also talk when other women are talking because CAMGEW has made her understand that
being a peasant woman does not mean she is not useful in the community. She thank CAMGEW for all her
education to women be it women’s right or business management.
LUKONG MILDRED also joined the voices of the other people to thank CAMGEW and said the program is a
blessing in her life. Her children can go to school and feed well as she is supporting her husband since she
took the loan.
MBIGHA NELLY being a young woman called on young women not to listen to the advice of those lazy
young women who will laugh at them for caring buckets of fried things to move round and sell. She
encouraged them and wishes this program could reach to all the parts of the rural areas in the world. To her
CAMGEW has change the life of their family because her mother started benefiting from the program and
she is also having her business thanks to CAMGEW. They are able to buy food, pay fees and provide needs of
the house from their business.
A woman sharing how business has helped her sponsor her children in school and they are abroad because
of micro business. She encouraged women not to minimise the micro businesses because they do great
things in families.

Women interacting during trainings and in their various training groups

During trainings we share participants into groups for a workshop to enable everybody to share their own
experience in doing business. Here women discuss amongst them in the dialect and write down their points
for presentation by the group leaders.

Women in groups during workshop session

During training CAMGEW do not focus only on business management but other important health talks are
given to the women. CAMGEW through Madam Sevidzem Ernestine during training gave health talks to
women on prevention of diseases like cancer and uses of chemical pads during menstruation by women. She
analysed the disadvantages of not buying good pads and good toothpaste by women. She encouraged the
women to consume food products that can keep their body systems functioning and provide all nutrients
needed by the body to function well. It will help them fight illnesses that could come because things like
Zink are absent in their bodies. Other health talks were also given by Madam NGUM WINIFRED on pale tic
care. She advised women to always go to the hospital with their husband to know their blood group. She
also called on young women to do those tests before getting into marriage and called on mothers to advice
their children at home. This will help them avoid giving birth to sickle sell children as experience have
shown.

Participant having talks with women on pale tic care

CAMGEW Micro credit Scheme women take part in the celebration of the International Women’s Day

CAMGEW peasant women encourage participating on women day match pass without uniforms. Most of the
women also go to their farms on such days because they believe it is of a certain class of women. We educate
them to know that they are women and should know their right even with their level of incomes. While
other women match with women day uniform they mach with any ordinary wear they have. These women
should not be neglected because they lack money that is what we preach.
4. LOAN DISBURSEMENTS.
After the micro business training, the committee in charge of this program assesses the applications and
approved the visible businesses for disbursement of funds. The approval of the loan usually depends on the
business plan of the applicant, recommendation of community members about the applicant, participation
during training, good behaviour, being ready to respect the conditions of the program, having valid identity
card, ready to put the funds into business, being a peasant woman in the community, and good financial
reputation in the community. In 2017 CAMGEW has been able to train 255 women in 12 groups and
disbursed loans to 12groups of trained applicants every month. CAMGEW also disbursed a sum of
17,540,000fcfa as followed,
MONTHS
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

NUMBER
TRAINED
19
19
33
22
20
20
16
15

OF

PERSON NUMBER DISBURSED
18
17
32
22
20
20
16
15

AMOUNT DISBURSED
980000f
1135000f
2360000f
1380000f
1210000f
1445000f
1370000f
1340000f

September
October
November
December
TOTAL

25
23
24
19
255

25
22
24
15
246

1920000f
1510000f
1570000f
1320000f
17540000

CAMGEW Microcredit Scheme since 2015 has been able to trained women monthly and disbursed such
amounts thanks to the fact that women pay their respective instalment and the funds continue revolving in
that manner. CAMGEW Microcredit Scheme wishes to grow to higher height so as to have more funds to
reach many peasant women as much as possible. CAMGEW Microcredit Scheme fund various type of
businesses including, Gardening, Hair Dressing, Callbox And Article, Cabbage Cultivation, Petrol Business
And Palm Oil, Article And Dresses, Buying And Selling Of Maize, Retailing Firewood, Buying And Selling Of
Cassava, Cooking Of Koki, Buying And Retailing Of Irish Potatoes, Fries And Sells Cow, Goat, And Bush Meat,
Grinding Meal And Petrol, Knitting Of Traditional Caps, Bananas And Pear Business, Selling Of Dresses.(
Secondhand), Electronics, Fruits, Oilmen For Oil People, Roosting Of Fresh Fish, Readymade Dresses, Corn
Beer And Beer Drinks, Farmers Shop. Retailing Farm Inputs like seeds and manure, Article and Foodstuff,
Huckleberry and cabbages Cultivation, Palm Oil And Petrol, Pharmacy Management, Dress Making, , Poultry
Farming, Buying And Selling Of Honey, Knee ting Of Pullovers And Baby Sets. (Baby wear), Tailoring
(Embroidery), and Traditional Marking of Dresses. (Country dresses)
5. REPORTING.
Reporting is another important part of CAMGEW women micro credit scheme. CAMGEW got funds from
SWISSHAND NIETHERLANDS and works together with her to make the project a success. In this light we
prepare a report of each training and loan disbursement every month. We then prepare the quarter report
of the program and sent to the partner on how the program functions within the quarter. The report
contained every activity report, financial report, committee decision, and various financial sheets signed by
the participants within each quarter.
6. FOLLOW UP OF CLIENT WITH DELAY LOANS
In 2017 women fail to respect the terms of their contract of paying in installments. They either delay to pay
normal installment or interest due on the due date. It becomes the responsibility of the office to follow-up to
see the problems or what must have caused them not to pay their loans. We call such clients through
telephones or go to their various homes if need be. The follow-up is to secure the money for continuity of
the program because failing to pay the loan is refusing another woman from benefiting. We also call
guarantors of beneficiaries to notify them about their clients loan situation and also when they finish
paying.
7. VISITING OF CLIENTS BUSINESSES
Visiting of clients in their various business places is an important part of this program most especially in
2017 were the civil uprising in the English speaking region of Cameroon made businesses very slow.
CAMGEW women are involved in micro businesses which require some special skills to function looking at
the disadvantages of micro businesses. Failure to manage micro businesses well leads to its collapsing. This

explains why many micro businesses do start and collapse within a space of short time. These visits permit
us give the beneficiaries the necessary advises on overcoming the challenges they are facing in handling
various businesses.

8. RADIO PROGRAM. CAMGEW towards the end of 2017 saw the importance of educating women on
the responsibilities and duties through the radio. She also saw the need to make women know about
her activities through the radio. Many women might not apply to get a loan do to lack of information.
The Coordinator of the Microcredit Scheme give educative talks to women loan issues like who a
woman is, how others look at women in the community, peasant women and their role in the fight
against poverty, peasant women and agriculture and the disadvantages of chemical fertilizers, the
importance of organic manure, rural women and entrepreneurship. Etc
In the process of the radio programmes the mentally of most women have been able o be changes
and case them to apply for the loan. The lives of these women are changing do to the scheme.

SUCCESSES
 CAMGEW Microcredit Scheme has been able to train 255 women in 2017 and disbursed loans
to 246 women. These women have been able to either extend on their businesses or start up
new businesses. This has been done in more than 15 villages in Oku.
 CAMGEW achieved her objective of changing lives. Poverty has reduced in many families as
women are doing businesses and having income which they run their homes with. Many
women testify how the money help them to pay fees, buy basic needs at homes, pay hospital
bills, etc which ties with CAMGEWS objective of changing lives. Standards of livings have been
improved in Oku.
 The dependencies of women and the young girl on their husband shave been reduced as they
are now able to have access to income from their business activities.
 CAMGEW radio program is creating a very important impact in homes as women come to
CAMGEW and many husbands to appreciate the educative talks about women in the society.
Men testify that their women are changing in their behavior thanks to the lessons over the
radio.
 The program has been able to run from 2015 to 2017 thanks to the repayments by clients to
make it work. Many micro businesses are running in Oku and not collapsing thanks to the
training given to the women and their collaboration.
 CAMGEW also got another project (PROMIC II) in Kumbo and Jakiri Sub-Divisions. The
scheme in Kumbo and Jakiri Sub Divisions came in as a result f the fact the scheme in Oku had
had successes.
 CAMGEW staff has also benefited a lot working on the micro credit scheme either gaining
public acceptance or improved in their knowledge of working with community members. This
had been a field based approach of learning on how to work with communities. This has made
it possible for CAMGEW staff to be able to manage a cross section of people from different
educational, cultural and social back grounds.
9. CHALLLENGES.
 The civil uprising in the English speaking regions of Cameroon that started in 2016 made
businesses have a low turnover and some micro businesses collapsing. These contribute to
women delaying to pay loans and resulting to follow-up for recovery of the loans. It is time
consuming moving to homes to follow-up such cases. It is also expensive as we call these
women through telephones to know what could have lead to their failure to pay their loans.
 It takes time to change the mindset of a peasant woman to apply for a loan. Most peasant
women feel remaining in poverty than borrowing from an institution or individual and
becoming a debtor. They fail to understand that they can start from somewhere to change in
life. This leads to continuous sensitization of the program. That is the reason the Programme
Coordinator has been doing sensitization and has been having radio programmes to create
awareness and create the impact desired for the programme.









The Microcredit Scheme has the need for a car and or bike to be able to carry out its activities
the right way. Some communities have not been able to benefit from the scheme because of
the distance from the office. The women cannot also afford for transportation to get to the
office and apply and or pay their loans installmentally. This is reducing the impact CAMGEW
will have loved to create in the rural villages of Oku and Noni.
Most women had had up to 3 loans and needed more loans. The program does not allow
women to receive more than 3 loans. Most of the women are feeling frustrated and this is
impacting on CAMGEW desired effect for the Scheme. That is why CAMGEW is seeking for
another program on agriculture for the women in Oku and Noni. This program will allow
women that have benefitted 3 times to be able to benefit again from the new scheme.
Community leaders have not been collaborating with the Scheme. In cases of follow-up, the
Traditional and or Village Heads have not assisted the program. The process of loan recovery
is long and time consuming when taken to the police station. This has not helped in the
program because the fund is a revolving fund where a woman benefits as another is repaying.
We are working with half educated peasant women in Oku and in the process of follow-up, the
programme Coordinator faces the challenge of having to deal with the beneficiaries as an
individual. Most cases are such that the women feel it is a personal problem they are having
the Programme Coordinator.

